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To celebrate 18 years as the Official Timekeeper of the NTT 

INDYCAR SERIES and the 106th Indianapolis 500 race, 


TAG Heuer has unveiled the newest limited-edition 

timepiece that honors its long-standing partnership with 

the premier league of open-wheel racing in North America.


 


Known as one of the oldest automobile races and part of 

the famous “Triple Crown”, the Indy 500 is a 500-mile race 

held at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway in Speedway, 

Indiana and is the most-attended single-day sporting 

event in the world.



Super-LumiNova®

The hour and minute hands have been coated with 

white Super-LumiNova®.

BRACELET

The steel three rows bracelet easily sizes and fits the 

watch over a racing suit, thanks to a steel folding 

clasp with a double safety system with pilot 

extension. 

CASEBACK

A special Indy 500 engraving is splashed across the 

case back, displaying the official emblem and 

commemorative race date. This timepiece is a true 

road-tested endurance machine, water-resistant to 

200-meters and highly shock resistant.

DIAL

The Indy 500 logo is engraved in gold on the ceramic 

bezel with a brick shade of red to line the inner bezel. 

The black grained dial enhances the daring and 

sporty aesthetic of this model. The 6 o'clock hour 

chronograph counter (1/10th second) is embellished 

with an image of the famed Pagoda structure.

dESIGN

Designed in collaboration with the INDYCAR team 

and race car driver, Alexander Rossi, the 43 mm 


TAG Heuer Formula 1 Indy 500 2022 Limited Edition 

chronograph represents the luxury watchmaker’s 

passion for the intensity and spirit of motor racing, 

with motifs inspired by the Speedway.

KEY FEATURES



REFERENCE

CAZ101AR.BA0842

KEY FEATURES

MOVEMENT


Quartz

FUNCTIONS


Chronograph with minutes and 1/10th 

seconds, permanent second indicator; 

hours, minutes; central chronograph 

seconds hand, date


CASE


Steel fine brushed, polished case


Steel screw-down case back with 

special Indy 500 engraving

BEZEL


Aluminum black tachymeter fixed 

bezel

DIAL


Black grained dial


Rhodium plated hour and minute hands 

with white Super-LumiNova®

SIZE


43 mm

LIMITED EDITION


Limited to 500 pieces

WATER RESISTANCE


200 m

BRACELET


Steel 3 row bracelet


Steel folding clasp with double 

safety system with pilot extension; 

TAG Heuer engraving
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